Tre Agavi - B&B Finale Ligure - Savona

Tre Agavi bed & breakfast is situated in thriving Finalmarina's central Via Garibaldi on the first
floor of a typical Ligurian historical building – thoroughly remodelled in keeping with its
charming character and beautifully furnished in modern taste.
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In addition to the comfortable bedrooms, you will love the rich continental breakfast with sweet
and savoury specialities from local bakers, together with the cakes, jams and preserves of the
area. Where groceries have to come from further afield (tea, coffee, cocoa, etc.) their origin is
as carefully chosen as their quality and Fair Trade products are used whenever available.
The delightful location of Tre Agavi bed & breakfast makes it particularly suitable for a relaxing
car-free holiday:
the railway station is 300 m. (just
over 300 yards) away and other
public transport
even closer. Using this you will be free to explore along the riviera and into some of the
fascinating nearby inland areas.
Everything is close at hand: in Finalmarina's picturesque central streets you will find all kinds
of exciting shops catering for your every wish or interest. The many local bars, restaurants and
pizzerias will tempt you to savour delicious Ligurian specialities as well as more conventional
fare.
A few metres away Piazza Vittorio Emanuele (part of the pedestrian precinct which includes
Tre Agavi
bed
&
breakfast and all the central streets) is the heart of the town’s life with its shops, pavement
cafés, ice-cream parlours and plenty of safe space for children's play.

At Tre Agavi bed & breakfast you are close to any beach you might fancy: just by crossing the
street you can go for a refreshing dip, or walk a little further and you have the choice of several
more secluded areas where you can spend a day on the beach avoiding the crowds. In only 10
minutes by public transport you can be in Varigotti with its quaint fishing village and famous
beaches.

In Finale Ligure - the capital of outdoor sports - the beach is only one of the many recreational
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and leisure options at your disposal and Tre Agavi bed & breakfast is the ideal starting point
for a holiday focussed on nature, culture or sport.
The natural environment offers trails of unspoiled beauty in the Mediterranean maquis terrain:
walk fascinating paths, follow ancient Roman roads to archaeological sites dating to the
Classical or the Paleolithic.
The Finale area is ideal for bikers and climbers.
Climbers have a great choice of stunningly beautiful cliffs: in every season they will find a
variety suitable to their skill and taste.
Bike fans can just take their pick: scenic paths overlooking fabulous sea views, or meandering
in the greenery, perhaps trying some particular mountain bike techniques – downhill,
cross-country or free-ride.
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